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ABSTRACT: Polyethersulphone/polytetrafluoroethylene (PES/PTFE) nanocomposites and composites were prepared by precipitation of

PES into a PTFE latex-containing nanoparticles. Different samples were obtained by varying the relative ratio between PES and PTFE.

The complex crystallization process, discussed within the fractionated crystallization frame, allowed to identify and quantify different

dispersion degree of the PTFE nanoparticles within the PES matrix. The different samples were thus divided into nanocomposite and

composites. The effect of crystalline PTFE domains on the mobility of PES was investigated and discussed. The dynamic-mechanical

behavior was explained in terms of the particle aggregation state. The mechanical properties of the PES/PTFE composites were found

to depend on both the dispersion and the concentration of the PTFE nanoparticles. In the glassy state the stiffness of the materials

was found to increase with the dispersion degree, resulting higher for the nanocomposite with respect to composites. On the con-

trary, in the rubbery state the modulus was found proportional to the PTFE nanoparticles concentration, resulting higher in the com-

posites with respect to the nanocomposite. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 130: 3624–3633, 2013
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, extensive interest was addressed to ther-

mally stable polymers due to the increasing demands for high

performance polymers as replacement for metals or ceramics in

automotive, aerospace and microelectronics industries. Aromatic

polysulphones are one of the most successful classes of high

performance polymers because of their thermal stability and

excellent mechanical and electrical properties,1 although proc-

essing difficulties and poor solubility in organic solvents, deriv-

ing from chain stiffness and strong intermolecular interactions,

are often observed. Among these high performance materials, a

good compromise between thermal stability and processability

is provided by polyethersulphones (PES), as for example Radel

A
VR

. This resin, whose structure is in the Scheme 1, is widely

employed for engineering applications, such as engine parts of

racing cars and moulded parts for space shuttle. On the other

hand, PTFE-based materials have a prominent position when

applications where low friction coefficient, surface energy and

dielectric constant, low refractive index, low flammability, low

moisture adsorption and excellent thermal stability, and inert-

ness are required.2 The combination of these properties with

those of PES would be highly desirable. However, the PTFE

blending propensity with technopolymers is in general inad-

equate. The low surface energy prevents attachment and adhe-

sion, thus resulting in low dispersion degrees and inefficient

mechanical coupling among the various blend components. To

enhance wettability and compatibility, PTFE surface modifica-

tion approaches were developed with high reactive chemicals or

high energy treatments like plasma or UV.3,4 A mild alternative

to produce compounds featuring a perfect distribution of PTFE

particles is based on the preparation of core-shell particles in

which the core is constituted by PTFE and the shell by the tech-

nopolymer of interest. A perfect dispersion of the PTFE nano-

particles can be anticipated when the matrix is constituted by

the same polymer with which the shell is made up.5,6 PTFE/

PS,7,8 PTFE/PMMA9 and PTFE/polyacrylates10–12 core-shell
nanoparticles and nanocomposites were recently prepared using
this approach. Unfortunately, this method cannot be employed
when PTFE should be dispersed in preformed polymers. At the
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same time, other conventional mixing techniques, like solution
casting and coprecipitation blending cannot be used due to the
low solubility of PTFE. In this respect, the precipitation of the
preformed polymer in latex containing PTFE particles can be
considered as an alternative to melt mixing. This approach was
recently employed in the preparation of PTFE-containing com-
posites and nanocomposites based on PES, where the mixing
step was accomplished through PES precipitation into an aque-
ous dispersion containing PTFE nanoparticles.13 Using this
approach, PES/PTFE composites and nanocomposites were pre-
pared featuring a perfect PTFE dispersion degree in certain
compositional range.

Many investigations reveal that the glass transition temperature,

the dynamics of the polymer chains, and the mechanical prop-

erties can be largely influenced by the incorporation of particles

in the polymer matrix.14–20 The addition of rigid particles may

either ease or constrain the motion of the polymer chains,

depending on the nature of the polymer-filler interactions.

Attractive interactions at the polymer-filler interface generate a

reduction in chain mobility, which may result in an enhance-

ment of Tg.
14,15 Conversely, the absence of specific interactions

may be responsible for a reduction of Tg, due to the improved

segmental motions at the polymer-filler interface because of the

extra free-volume contribution.17,18 The dynamic-mechanical

spectroscopy is frequently used in composites and nanocompo-

sites characterization since it allows the measurement of stiffness

and energy losses as a function of temperature. Dynamic-

mechanical data generally show significant improvements in the

storage modulus over a wide temperature range for a large

number of polymer composite and nanocomposites.19,20 All the

thermal and mechanical properties are strongly affected by the

degree and scale of filler dispersion, presenting a peculiar

change when dispersion at nanoscale is achieved.

The aim of this contribution is to report on the effect of the

addition of rigid PTFE particles on the properties of an amor-

phous thermoplastic PES, identified by the trade name Radel

AVR . The effect of the dispersion degree on the thermal and

mechanical properties of the PES matrix is analyzed and

discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

PTFE latex consists of a bimodal mixture of spherical and rod-

like particles. This latex was prepared as described in litera-

ture.21. PES (Radel AVR ) was provided by Solvay Solexis. 1-

Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) was purchased from Aldrich.

Nanoparticles Preparation

The PES/PTFE composites were prepared according to the pro-

cedure described in Ref. 13. First PES was dissolved at 50�C in

NMP with concentration 4% w/w. Then the appropriate

amount of PTFE latex (concentration 0.1951 g mL21) was

introduced into a four necked 1 L reactor, equipped with

mechanical stirrer, thermometer, condenser and inlet for the

PES solution. Deionized water was added to reach the final vol-

ume of 460 mL. The diluted latex was then heated at 50�C
under stirring at 300 rpm. After additional 15 min equilibrium

time, 360 g of the NMP solution containing the PES were added

dropwise to the PTFE latex with a total addition time of 3

hours. Then, the mixture was cooled and the organic solvent

eliminated by repeated dialyses. All the PTFE/PES latexes were

obtained following the above general procedure by varying the

initial PTFE latex amount. Table I collects the details of the var-

ious preparations. A pure PES sample was also prepared by add-

ing dropwise the PES solution into 400 mL of water at 50�C.

Powder samples were recovered by drying overnight the water

suspensions in a vacuum oven at 80�C.

Nanoparticles Characterization

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a

Mettler-Toledo thermobalance TGA/SDTA 851 at a scanning

rate of 10�C min21 from room temperature up to 800�C under

nitrogen flow.

DSC measurements were performed with a Perkin-Elmer Differ-

ential Scanning Calorimeter DSC7. The instrument was

Table I. Synthesis Details

Sample
Volume of
H2O (mL)

Mass of
solution of
PES in NMP
4% w/w (g)

Volume of
PTFE latex (mL)

PES estimated
(wt %)

PTFE
estimated
(wt %)

PES 460.0 360.0 – 100 0

PES/PTFE 95/5 456.0 360.0 3.8 95 5

PES/PTFE 80/20 442.0 360.0 17.9 80 20

PES/PTFE 60/40 412.0 360.0 47.8 60 40

Scheme 1. Structure of polyethersulphone (PES).
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calibrated in temperature and energy with high purity standards

(indium, naphthalene and cyclohexane) according to the proce-

dure for standard DSC.22 Dry nitrogen was used as purge gas at

a rate of 30 mL min21. The investigation of the thermal behav-

ior of all the samples was performed by cooling the samples at

220�C min21 from 350�C down to 180�C and successively

reheating them up to 350�C at 120�C min21. From these

measurements the Tgs of the samples were determined as the

midpoint of the specific heat capacity step. A more detailed

analysis of the crystallization and melting behavior of the PES/

PTFE 80/20 sample was carried out by cooling and successively

heating the sample at different rates: 25�C min21/

15�C min21, 210�C min21/110�C min21 and 220�C min21/

120�C min21, respectively. To obtain precise heat capacity data,

each measurement was accompanied by an empty pan run and

a calibration run with sapphire under identical conditions.22

Dynamic-mechanical analyses were carried out using a dynamic

mechanical analyzer Rheometric DMTA V, employing the single

cantilever flexural geometry. A scanning rate of 4�C min21 was

chosen. The strain was sufficiently small to be within the linear

viscoelastic range at the frequency of 1 Hz. The samples for the

dynamic-mechanical analysis were prepared by introducing the

powder polymer sample into a rectangular mould. The entire

assembly was then placed between press plates with a nominal

pressure of 4.9�107 Pa and allowed to stand at room tempera-

ture for 20 min. The temperature was then raised to 350�C and

the pressure slowly released to 4.9�106 Pa. After 15 min, the

sample was quenched into cold water and recovered as rectan-

gular 20 3 5 3 2 mm sheets.

Morphological investigation was performed using an Inspect F

SEM-FEG (Field Emission Gun) microscope from FEI company,

with a beam diameter of 3 nm, both on sample powders and

on fractured specimens obtained from compact samples pre-

pared as above described.

These samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen for 30 min and

then immediately fractured. To avoid electron charging effects dur-

ing SEM analysis, the samples were coated with 3 nm of gold, by

means of a Cressington 108 Auto sputter coater in argon plasma

atmosphere (0.15 mbar) with an emission current of 25 mA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nanoparticles and Nanoparticles Mixture Composition and

Morphology

The composition of the PTFE/PES nanoparticle mixtures, esti-

mated by the feed composition, as reported in Table I, was con-

firmed by TGA. Figure 1 reports the TGA curves of the

nanoparticle mixtures and, for comparison, the TGA curve of

PTFE and the one of the pure PES prepared by precipitating the

PES solution of into water. The main weight losses of PTFE and

PES are both centred at 550�C. At 800�C, the residue of PES is

38%. No residue was observed for PTFE. From the different residue

values, the average samples composition was estimated and

resulted in good agreement with the one calculated on the base of

the recipes.

The morphology of the powder samples was studied by SEM.

Figure 2 reports, as typical examples, the SEM micrographs of

pure PTFE and PES as well as PES/PTFE 80/20 and PES/PTFE

60/40. PTFE sample is a bimodal mixture consisting of spherical

(21 wt %) and of rod-like (79 wt %) particles [Figure 2(a)].

The diameter of the spherical particles is 41 6 9 nm. The rod-

like particles are characterized by a length (L) of 141 6 60 nm

and a diameter (D) of 41 6 8 nm, thus giving an average aspect

ratio (L/D) of 3.6 6 1.5 nm. The PES sample is constituted by

spherical-like particles with an average diameter of 150 6 60 nm

[Figure 2(b)]. The SEM images of PES/PTFE 80/20 and PES/

PTFE 60/40, illustrated in Figure 2(c,d), appear a combination

of those of the two pure components, although the rod-like par-

ticles of PTFE are difficult to be clearly distinguished. This is

due to the fact that only the particles that lie horizontally can

be identified whereas those oriented vertically are not distin-

guishable since their minor axis is approximately equal to the

radius of many spherical particles.

Scanning electron microscopy was used also to investigate the

microstructure of PTFE/PES samples prepared by compression

moulding and cryofractured. Figure 3 shows the fractured sur-

face micrographs of PES and its composites with PTFE. In case

of PES, brittle fracture with smooth surfaces occurs. In contrast,

in case of samples PES/PTFE 80/20 and PES/PTFE 60/40, duc-

tile fracture with significant localized deformation in the

form of fibrils is observed. For the former sample, the fibrils are

30–40 nm in diameter and can measure few microns in length

whereas, for the latter sample, the fibrils are 50–150 nm in

diameter and measure several tens of microns. In addition, the

surface density of fibrils in case of PES/PTFE 60/40 is substan-

tially higher than for PES/PTFE 80/20. The formation of fibrils

in PTFE has received significant interest in the literature because

fibrils were shown to provide a mechanism to dissipate energy

and stabilize a crack tip by bridging.23–25 The stability of PTFE

fibrils was found primarily determined by temperature and

crystalline phase with additional dependence on loading rate

and microstructure anisotropy. The present data further stress

the pronounced tendency of PTFE particles toward fibrillation

and indicates that individual fibers can be obtained from the

cold coalescence of adjacent particles. In addition, the homoge-

neous distribution of PTFE fibrils at the cryofractured surfaces

Figure 1. TGA curves of PES (a), PES/PTFE 95/5 (b), PES/PTFE 80/20

(c), PES/PTFE 60/40 (d) and PTFE, and (e) at 10�C min21 under nitro-

gen flow.
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confirms the homogeneous distribution of PTFE nanoparticles

within the composites.

Glass transition, Crystallization, and Melting Behavior

The specific heat capacities (cp) curves of PES, PES/PTFE 95/5,

PES/PTFE 80/20, PES/PTFE 60/40 and PTFE, measured at 20�C
min21 after cooling at 220�C min21, are shown in Figure 4,

whereas the corresponding cooling cp curves are depicted in

Figure 5. It is worth noting that the specific heat capacity is

positive for both crystallization and melting, since in the first

case enthalpy decreases as temperature decreases, whereas in the

second case enthalpy increases as the temperature raises.

The specific heat capacity curves of PES, PES/PTFE 95/5, PES/

PTFE 80/20, and PES/PTFE 60/40 upon cooling and heating

reveal a step in the range 220–240�C, which corresponds

approximately to the bulk glass transition (Tg) of PES.1 The glass

transition of PTFE, located at much lower temperatures, approxi-

mately 270�C,26 generally cannot be observed calorimetrically.27

Above the melting of PTFE, the experimental specific heat

capacity agrees with the thermodynamic cp of liquid PTFE, as

taken from ATHAS databank.26 (The thermodynamic cp data of

PTFE are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 as dotted lines.) Conversely,

the experimental cp of the solid and liquid PES results slightly

higher than the tabulated thermodynamic cp, probably because

the Radel A
VR

used in the present study contains also monomeric

units with oxy-phenylene groups.28 Figures 4 and 5 show that in

the glassy state the specific heat capacity of PES is higher than

the specific heat capacity of PTFE. Accordingly, the specific heat

of PES/PTFE samples shifts progressively toward lower values

with increasing the PTFE content.

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of PTFE (a), PES (b), PES/PTFE 80/20 (c), and PES/PTFE 60/40 (d).
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At temperatures higher than the PES glass transition, a number of

transitions can be evidenced in the cp curves of PES/PTFE 95/5,

PES/PTFE 80/20, PES/PTFE 60/40, and PTFE. During cooling,

one or two major exotherms can be observed, whereas a single

melting peak appears during the heating scan. As PES is a totally

amorphous polymer,1 the exothermic and endothermic events

must be associated to PTFE. The occurrence of complex PTFE

crystallization processes was described for several systems, includ-

ing also PTFE/polyamide 6, PTFE/polyacrylates, PTFE/polysty-

rene and PTFE/polymethylmethacrylate core-shell systems.7–13,29

This behavior was rationalized within the frame of the fractio-

nated crystallization mechanism. It is a characteristic of crystal-

line polymers to exhibit multiple crystallization transitions

when dispersed as small particles,30 as it may occur in some

polymer blends31,32 or microphase separated block copoly-

mers.33 If the number of the dispersed particles is much greater

than the number of heterogeneities that usually nucleate the

polymer in bulk, the polymer crystallization results activated at

different degrees of undercooling and occurs in one or more

stages because of different nucleation mechanisms.34 The exo-

therm that is observed at 310�C for the samples PES/PTFE 80/

20 and PES/PTFE 60/40 is the result of the crystallization of

very large clusters of PTFE particles that, after the preliminary

fusion, organize into micrometer-sized domains. In fact the

crystallization of plain PTFE occurs at the same temperature

range. This crystallization event, which starts with a heterogene-

ous nucleation mechanism, seems to occur down to approxi-

mately 280�C, which results in the growth of progressively less

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of cryofractured surfaces of PES (a), PES/PTFE 80/20 (b), and PES/PTFE 60/40 (c and d).
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perfect crystals. Conversely, the exotherm at about 275�C, which

is observed for the PES/PTFE 95/5 and PES/PTFE 80/20 sam-

ples, can originate from crystal growth occurring according to a

homogeneous nucleation mechanism, when it involves PTFE

nanoparticles dispersed individually in the PES matrix. Thus

the PES/PTFE 60/40 sample crystallizes exclusively according to

a heterogeneous nucleation mechanism, the PES/PTFE 80/20

sample exhibits crystallization from both heterogeneous and

homogeneous nucleation mechanisms, whereas the crystal

growth for PES/PTFE 95/5 sample occurs almost completely

according to a homogeneous nucleation mechanism. (Actually

also the PES/PTFE 95/5 sample exhibits a broad and small crys-

tallization event in the range 320�C <T< 280�C, but it is of

very small intensity and therefore negligible with respect to the

one that is observed at 275�C.)

The crystal fraction that develops at about 275�C, as it derives

from PTFE nanoparticles dispersed individually in the PES

matrix, is a crystalline nanophase, whereas the crystal fraction

that grows at about 310�C can be defined as a crystalline micro-

phase, as it originates from large clusters of PTFE particles that,

after the preliminary fusion, organize into micrometer-sized

domains. The weight fractions of the PTFE crystalline nano-

phase (wC,nano) and microphase (wC,micro) in the PES/PTFE sam-

ples, calculated from the ratios between the experimental

crystallization heats from heterogeneous and homogeneous

nucleation and the enthalpy of crystallization of 100% crystal-

line PTFE (78.9 J g21 at 275�C and 80.9 J g21 at 310�C, respec-

tively),26 are collected in Table II, together with the weight

fractions of the amorphous PTFE and PES phases (wA,PTFE and

wA,PES, respectively). From the values reported in Table II it is

evident that when the PTFE amount is low (5 wt %), a perfect

PTFE nanoparticle dispersion is obtained, which results in a

weight fraction of the crystalline nanophase slightly <50% of

the total PTFE. Partial aggregation is observed when PTFE con-

centration is 20 wt %, as proven by the value of the weight frac-

tion of the crystalline nanophase, which results lower with

respect to the PES/PTFE 95/5. Conversely, extensive aggregation

is found for the sample PES/PTFE 60/40. In this case, crystalline

nanophase is completely absent. As only PTFE crystalline nano-

phase is present in the sample PES/PTFE 95/5, it can be defined

a nanocomposite, unlike the sample PES/PTFE 60/40, which

can be considered as a composite, as the PTFE crystalline frac-

tion is a microphase. The sample PES/PTFE 80/20 contains

both PTFE crystalline nanophase and microphase, but because

of the much higher microphase weight fraction, can be regarded

mainly as a composite.

The peak temperature of the fusion of the PTFE crystals is

located around 330�C: at 335�C for plain PTFE and at 332�C
for both PES/PTFE 60/40 and PES/PTFE 80/20. The peak tem-

perature for PES/PTFE 95/5 occurs a few degrees below, at

329�C (Figure 4). Since crystals from both homogeneous and

heterogeneous nucleation are present in the PES/PTFE 80/20,

the melting process of this sample was further investigated

through experiments with different cooling and heating rates.

Figure 6(A) shows the cp curves recorded during cooling at

25�C min21, 210�C min21, and 220�C min21 and Figure

6(B) the corresponding cp curves obtained during the successive

heating at 15�C min21, 110�C min21, and 120�C min21,

respectively. As expected, with increasing the cooling rate, the

undercooling for the crystallization process increases and both

the exotherms shift to lower temperatures. Also the sum of the

Figure 4. Specific heat capacity (cp) of PES, PES/PTFE 95/5, PES/PTFE

80/20, PES/PTFE 60/40 and PTFE upon heating at 120�C min21 after

cooling at 220�C min21. The dotted lines are the thermodynamic solid

and liquid cp of PTFE, as taken from ATHAS databank.26 In the inset the

entire cp curve of PTFE is reported. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5. Specific heat capacity (cp) of PES, PES/PTFE 95/5, PES/PTFE

80/20, PES/PTFE 60/40 and PTFE upon cooling at 220�C min21. The

dotted lines are the thermodynamic solid and liquid cp of PTFE, as taken

from ATHAS databank.26 In the inset the entire cp curve of PTFE is

reported. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table II. Phase Composition in Weight Fractions and Glass Transition

Temperature Data

Sample wC,nano wC,micro wA,PTFE wA,PES Tg (�C)

PES – – – 1.0 222

PES/PTFE 95/5 0.02 – 0.03 0.95 229

PES/PTFE 80/20 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.80 230

PES/PTFE 60/40 – 0.25 0.15 0.60 231
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crystallization exotherm areas, normalized to the PTFE content,

reduces with increasing the cooling rates, passing from 60.7 J

gPTFE
21 at 25�C min21 to 54.1 J gPTFE

21 at 220�C min21. A

splitting of the melting process becomes evident as the heating

rate is reduced [see enlargement in Figure 6(B)], thus suggesting

that the two different nucleation mechanisms give rise to differ-

ent populations of PTFE crystals with melting peaks spaced by

approximately 3�C. As the depression of the melting point in

confined materials is a well-known phenomenon,35 the shoulder

at lower temperature should correspond to the fusion of con-

fined nanocrystals, whereas the more intense peak could be

related to the melting of continuous or inter-connected PTFE

crystalline domains.

The glass transition of the PES/PTFE samples increases with

increasing the PTFE content, as shown in Figure 4 and reported

in Table II. The specific heat increment at Tg (Dcp) of PES is

0.20 J g21 K21, whereas for PES/PTFE 95/5, PES/PTFE 80/20,

and PES/PTFE 60/40 is 0.19 J g21 K21, 0.16 J g21 K21, and

0.12 J g21 K21, respectively. When the Dcps of the mixtures are

normalized to the PES concentration, the specific heat incre-

ment of plain PES is obtained, which could suggest that the

observed glass transition originates from the chain motions of

the only PES component.

As observed in some inorganic filled composites,36–39 dispersed

rigid regions can disturb the molecular rearrangements involved

during the glass transition owing to strong molecular interac-

tions. The presence of a less mobile polymer interfacial layer at

the domain boundaries can lead to restrictions of the coopera-

tive motions of the vitrifying polymer, thus resulting in a higher

Tg. A parallel reduction of the specific heat increment Dcp,

which can be sometimes detected, was ascribed to the existence

of an immobilized fraction that does not devitrifies at Tg.
39 As

above reported, a Dcp reduction was not observed for the

system PES/PTFE with increasing the PTFE content, which

proves the absence of strong interactions and of a rigid amor-

phous PES fraction at the PTFE domains boundaries. The pres-

ence of specific interactions between PES and PTFE can be

excluded also from specific heat capacity considerations. When

specific intermolecular interactions are not active, the specific

heat capacity of the mixture (cp), in the absence of latent heat,

can be expressed as:40

cp5wp1cp11wp2cp2 (1)

where wpi and cpi are, respectively, the weight fraction and the

specific heat capacity of the polymer i. The cp values of PES/

PTFE 95/5, PES/PTFE 80/20, and PES/PTFE 60/40, calculated

according to eq. (1) in the glassy state, match perfectly the

respective measured specific heat capacities. This means that the

interactions that are established at the interface PES/PTFE are

not strong directional specific interactions, but weaker interac-

tions, probably dipole-induced dipole, as expected because of

the zero PTFE dipole moment. Consequently, the increase of

the glass transition temperature with the PTFE content has to

be explained according to a totally different mechanism.

The presence of rigid domains can produce an elevation of the

glass transition temperature also through a friction or “wall”

effect. This hypothesis was used to explain the high temperature

shift in the glass transition of poly(ethylene terephthalate) in a

blend with polycarbonate.41 Also for immiscible polystyrene/

polypropylene blend, the increase in the polystyrene Tg with

increasing the percentage of polypropylene, which crystallizes at

higher temperature, was interpreted invoking a friction effect.42

These effects could be responsible for the observed increase in

the glass transition of PES in the present PES/PTFE system, in

which the vitrification of PES takes place in the presence of

rigid PTFE crystal domains. The rigid PTFE crystalline domains

can obstruct the PES rearrangement motions through a fric-

tional effect and exert constraints on the PES relaxation process.

As a matter of fact, a perfect nanoparticle dispersion, obtained

with the addition of a small PTFE weight percentage and char-

acterized by a wide interfacial PES/PTFE area, produces a sharp

increase of Tg, which passes from 222�C of plain PES to 229�C
of PES/PTFE 95/5. A further addition of PTFE leads to a reduc-

tion of the interfacial area growth, as a consequence of partial

nanoparticles aggregations. Therefore the Tg increase is propor-

tionally smaller: a PTFE addition of 20 wt % and 40 wt % pro-

duces a Tg elevation respectively of 8�C and 9�C with respect to

plain PES.

Dynamic-Mechanical Behavior

The dynamic-mechanical behavior of PES/PTFE samples was

also studied. The analysis was performed in the linear viscoelas-

ticity region between 50�C and the temperature at which the

samples lost their dimensional stability. The curves of the stor-

age modulus E0 (the elastic component of viscoelastic response)

as a function of temperature for PES and PES/PTFE samples

are depicted in Figure 7(A), whereas Figure 7(B) shows the tan

d curves (E00/E05 ratio of energy dissipated to energy stored) as

a function of temperature in the glass transition region. The

dynamic storage modulus E0 decreases with increasing tempera-

ture with a drop at about 230�C, corresponding to the glass

Figure 6. (A) Specific heat capacity cp of PES/PTFE 80/20 upon cooling at

25�C min21, 210�C min21, and 220�C min21, respectively and (B)

upon heating at 15�C min21, 110�C min21, and 120�C min21. The

ordinate values refer only to curve c. Curves a and b are shifted vertically

for the sake of clearness. In the insert an enlargement of the cp curves in

the melting region is reported.
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transition of the PES component. Figure 7(B) reveals that the

glass transition temperature increases with increasing the PTFE

concentration, in agreement with the DSC analysis, whereas the

intensity of tan d peak decreases with increasing PTFE content,

as also reported for composites with glass and carbon fiber as

reinforcement.43,44

The magnitude of the storage modulus in the glassy and rub-

bery regions depends differently on the PTFE weight fraction.

In the glassy state the storage modulus increases from 1.9 GPa

for plain PES to 3.1 GPa for PES/PTFE 95/5, then decreases to

2.6 GPa and 2.3 GPa as the PTFE amount increases to 20 wt %

and 40 wt %, respectively. On the contrary in the rubbery

region a monotonic modulus elevation from 1.2 MPa to 4.6

MPa is observed at 325�C with increasing the PTFE concentra-

tion. The different modulus trends are better illustrated in Fig-

ure 8(A,B), which show the storage modulus E’ and the ratio

Ec/Em (where Ec and Em are the storage moduli of the compo-

sites and PES matrix, respectively) as a function of PTFE weight

fraction at 50�C, that is well below the PES glass transition, and

at 325�C, that is in the rubbery region. In the glassy state the

trend of the ratio Ec/Em seems to be connected to the dispersion

degree of the PTFE nanoparticles. The perfect dispersion of the

nanoparticles that occurs in the nanocomposite PES/PTFE 95/5,

at temperatures lower than Tg produces an increase in the stor-

age modulus and in the stiffness with respect to plain PES. But

with increasing the PTFE nanoparticles concentration, both the

storage modulus and the ratio Ec/Em decrease. This effect can be

explained by assuming the presence of particles assembled into

aggregates in the composites PES/PTFE 80/20 e PES/PTFE 60/

40. At temperatures lower than Tg the matrix is able to exert

forces great enough to produce motions on the contact points

among the particles, thus decreasing the modulus and the ratio

Ec/Em. Conversely, at temperature higher than Tg, the matrix is

too soft to exert forces sufficient to overcome the friction at the

contact points.45–47 Consequently, the aggregated particle are

less mobile and the modulus and the ratio Ec/Em increase with

increasing the PTFE nanoparticles concentration, according to

the classical theory of mechanical reinforcement exerted by rigid

particles embedded in a polymeric matrix.48

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of crystalline PTFE domains on the mobility of PES

was investigated and discussed. The absence of specific interac-

tions at the interface PES/PTFE was demonstrated from specific

Figure 7. Trend of dynamic storage modulus E’ (A) and trend of loss tangent tan d (B) as a function of temperature for PES, PES/PTFE 95/5, PES/PTFE

80/20, and PES/PTFE 60/40 samples. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Trend of the storage modulus E’ (A) and trend of the moduli ratio (Ec/Em) (B) as a function of the PTFE wt % at 50�C (fully symbols) and at

325�C (open symbols). The lines are a guide to the eyes.
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heat capacity considerations and the increase in the PES glass

transition temperature observed with increasing the PTFE con-

tent was explained assuming a frictional effect exerted by the

PTFE domains on the PES segmental motions. The rigid crys-

talline PTFE regions would hinder the cooperative rearrange-

ments of the PES chains by acting like a wall.

The PTFE crystallization process was found quite complex and,

depending on the sample composition, single or multiple crys-

tallization exotherms were observed. This behavior, discussed

within the fractionated crystallization frame, was revealing of

the PTFE dispersion degree within the PES matrix. When the

PTFE amount is low (5 wt %), a perfect nanoparticle dispersion

is obtained and the PTFE crystalline phase is a nanophase. Par-

tial aggregation is observed when PTFE concentration is 20 wt

%, whereas extensive aggregation occurs for the sample PES/

PTFE 60/40. On the base of dispersion degree of the PTFE

nanoparticles within the PES matrix, the different samples were

divided into nanocomposite and composites.

The dynamic-mechanical behavior was explained in terms of

the particle aggregation state. The DMTA measurements

revealed that the mechanical properties of the composites PES/

PTFE depend on both the dispersion and the concentration of

the PTFE nanoparticles. The magnitude of the storage modulus

in the glassy and rubbery regions was found to depend differ-

ently on the PTFE weight fraction. In the glassy state the stiff-

ness of the materials increases with the dispersion degree,

resulting higher for the nanocomposite with respect to the com-

posites. On the contrary, in the rubbery state the modulus was

found proportional to the PTFE nanoparticles concentration,

resulting higher in the composites with respect to the

nanocomposite.
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